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Inside the Monocle
All the information you need is
in the center pages. (Pages 16 &
17).
— Map and Directory.
—Detailed list of food vendors.

Musician schedule with
biographies and pictures. (Page 7)
And more!
Priceless historic pictures.
Articles!
More Pictures!

Keepsake Guide to the Day’s Festivities
Parade Will Honor Three Civic Groups
The Poolesville Day Committee has chosen to honor three area
community service organizations
by naming their leadership as
Grand Marshals of the parade. The
organizations are the Daniel-Jeﬀers
American Legion Post 247, The International Order of the Oddfellows
(I.O.O.F.), and the Monocacy Lions.
Representing the American
Legion is their commander, William
Poole. Post 247 has as its primary
mission ensuring the proper remembrance and appreciation for the
service of veterans from all military
branches. Their particular interest is

in honoring those in the area who have
served the country while giving special
a ention to those who have paid the
ultimate price. They also support troops
currently serving by finding ways to
assist their families. On Poolesville Day,
they will raﬄe oﬀ a painting by Eric
Moynes, an uncirculated set of 2005
coins, and two $100.00 savings bonds.
The I.O.O.F. will be represented by
Tony Pirrone. Mr. Pirrone is the current Maryland state Grand Master of
the I.O.O.F. The Oddfellows organizations in our area are I.O.O.F. #97 and the
Patriot Lodge #2. The Oddfellows have
as their special mission helping widows

and orphans in the area. They provide
a special meal at Thanksgiving and a
picnic during the summer. They also
provide scholarships to Poolesville
High School graduates and assist
another local service organization,
Hands of Love, in collecting and distributing used clothing and household
items to the needy in West Virginia.
The Oddfellows with be selling raﬄe
tickets that oﬀer a variety of prizes for
forty lucky winners.
The Monocacy Lions will be
represented by Gary Burde e, who
recently completed a term as District
Governor for the Lions District 22C,

which consists of fi y-nine Lions
Clubs in Maryland and the District
of Columbia. The Lions’ primary
mission is assisting individuals with
vision and hearing needs. Among
their many service contributions are
providing food baskets to the needy
at Thanksgiving and Christmas, college scholarships to Poolesville High
School graduates, and sponsorship
for two local Leo Clubs at John Poole
Middle School and Poolesville High
School. (The Leos are the Lions’ youth
community service club.) The Lions
will be selling raﬄe tickets to win a
new car.
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Family Album

Sean Mackenzie, Megan Mackenzie
and Morgan Howard participated
in the 4-H livestock competition.
Megan took high honors.

Mike Aldrich, head golf pro at Poolesville Golf Course, oversees their recent
blood drive. Karen Fales (far right) helps calm donor Charlie Fox.

Monocacy Lions Frank Austin
and Steve Horvath manage the
Healthmobile for vision screening
and hearing tests at the Montgomery
County Fair.

Steeple renovations reach a high point at the Barnesville Baptist Church.
Poolesville’s Jim Sporey won three blue ribbons for his craĞmanship at the
Montgomery County Agricultural Fair.
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Editorial
September Too Soon.
By John Clayton

The summer seems to end in a
hurry when school starts and Labor
Day arrives. For those of us who love
summer, it always comes a li le too
soon. For those who bemoan the end
of summer vacation and the beginning of the school year—well, you just
don’t know how good you’ve got it.
In Maryland, September is arguably the most beautiful month of
the year. It is, with apologies to John
Updike, a season of summer days and
autumn nights. Leaves will soon turn
color and fall, and months of cold
weather are just around the corner,
but for now the beautiful weather is
ours to enjoy.
To describe Poolesville Day, I
might say that it provides a lot of
entertainment, some local flavor, some
local history, and some politics (with
a slight reprieve until next year’s
primaries). This same description
might also apply to our newspaper.
We have been in business for about a
year and a half (counting from when
we actually published, not from when
we started trying to publish) and the
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paper has grown in size considerably.
Whether it is evolving in any other
way is not for me to say, but it is our
goal to meet new challenges and address new topics as we move forward. Rande and I are grateful for the
talented people that contribute to the
paper each issue. They are the ones
that will make this possible.
We generally receive praise for
our eﬀorts (o en framed in comparison to “that other paper”), but I sense
that people want to know what we
will do next. What direction will the
paper take now that it is no longer a
novelty, but, dare I say it, an established local paper? We will not lose
sight of our pledge to provide an
entertaining collection of articles each
issue, and we will unabashedly focus
primarily (not exclusively) on good
news of local interest, but we also
want to be captivating to a diversity
of interests and viewpoints. We want
you to read the entire issue, front to
back, every issue. We want you to
want to read all the articles, and we
want you to see all the advertisements.
We have occasionally provided
editorials on local issues and commentary on a wider variety of issues.
Editorially speaking, we have our
own version of the national red-blue
divide, as the paper’s two owners

Published by Monocacy Press, LLC
P.O. Box 175
Poolesville, MD 20837
301 349-0070 • FAX 301 349-5646

The Monocacy Monocle is
an independently owned and
operated publication of Monocacy
Press, LLC which is solely responsible for its content.
Monocacy Press LLC does not
espouse any specific political
view, and any editorial opinions
expressed in The Monocle are the
opinions of the editorial staff.
The Monocle does not endorse
any product or service, and is not
responsible for any claims by
advertisers.
Articles and le ers submi ed
for publication must be signed
and may be edited for length
or content. The Monocle is not
responsible for unsolicited
material.
All contents of this publication
are protected by copyright and
may not be reproduced in whole
or part for any reason without
prior consent of the publisher.

rarely agree on ma ers political.
Suﬃce it to say, we may find it impossible to take a partisan position that
won’t totally gag the other partner.
Since compromise allows us to remain
business partners and friends, we do
not regard the accommodation as too
high a price to pay. Consequently, our
opinion pieces will probably remain
signed op-ed pieces with disclaimers
to control the blood pressure of the
oﬀended party. We have kept a lot
of that under wraps to date, but the
wrapping is starting to fray. Now back
to the party.
The Monocle salutes all of those
who make Poolesville Day such a
great event for everyone in our region,
even including those of us who are
not actually from Poolesville. Special
thanks are in order for the hard-working Poolesville Day Commi ee (you
can read their names in the center
pages of this issue) and also for all the
residents and businesses who work together and cooperate to turn the town
into an amusement park for one day.
We also thank our advertisers
who make this our biggest issue of the
year. We hope it helps you navigate
through the Day itself, and we hope
that we have captured the flavor and
spirit of the Monocacy region. Have a
great time, and please remain mindful
of the needs of others.
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Focus on Business
Poolesville Area Chamber
of Commerce Promotes
General Welfare
By Juliana Davis
Many people may be under the
impression that the Poolesville Area
Chamber of Commerce (PACC) is an
organization simply concerned with
the business sector of our community; however, that is only the tip of
the iceberg. The PACC is a nonprofit
organization that encompasses the
upper-western region of Montgomery
County. This includes the towns of
Barnesville, Beallsville, Boyds, Comus,
Dawsonsville, Dickerson, Jerusalem,
Martinsburg, Poolesville, Seneca, and
their surrounding areas. Their current
membership numbers around one
hundred and thirty businesses organizations.
The PACC provides both business and community services. Their
more well-known business services include providing local businesses with
marketing opportunities through the
Poolesville Community and Business
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Directory, instituting the “Buy Local”
program, marketing the Poolesville area
on both a statewide and regional basis,
encouraging the Heritage Tourism
initiative, and monitoring government
actions aﬀecting business. These are
all valuable services that help promote
local businesses, as well as augmenting tax revenues for the area, providing hundreds of local jobs, and making
charitable donations to support many of
our community programs. These contributions are above and beyond those
given directly by businesses.
The PACC’s community services are
primarily provided by donations from
the organization. These services include
the sponsorship of the Poolesville Day
5K Race, an annual golf tournament,
provision of a welcome kit to new
residents, awards of college scholarships to the area high school students,
contributions to the WUMCO assistance
project, support to the Poolesville High
School Post Prom Party, and support to
the 4th of July Fireworks. Their website,
www.pacc.cc, is a superior resource for
the telephone numbers and addresses
of most of the area’s businesses, governmental agencies, and most of the
—Continued on Page 15.
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By Dominique Agnew
There will be music—live music.
At three diﬀerent locations dispersed
throughout the Poolesville Day area,
six acts will provide the milling
crowds with entertainment of the
musical sort.
At the gazebo, Vintage will perform in the morning and Grubspoon
in the a ernoon. The Poolesville Band
Project and Wingin’ It will take turns
on the stage at the driveway entrance
to Total Automotive and Diesel’s new
garage (next to McDonald’s), and the
grassy area near Poolesville’s Beer and
Wine will feature ROX24 and Doug
Bell.
Vintage stars three local mar-
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And for Your Musical Enjoyment…

ried couples (and kids think parents
aren’t cool!) who have been playing
together for three years. Brian and
Linda Benoit play rhythm guitar and
keyboards, respectively. Lead guitar is
covered by Gary Mann while his wife
Kathy keeps tempo on the drums.
John Leach plays bass guitar, and his
wife Adair plays assorted percussion.
Everyone sings.
The three couples began to come
together a er the three guitarists all
played in Godspell at Good Shepherd
Lutheran Church in Gaithersburg.
Vintage mostly plays classic rock with
some forays into modern rock and
a li le country. They play at private
parties and have been at the St. Mary’s
annual barbecue in Barnesville the
past couple of years.
Says Brian Benoit,
“We mostly play for
our own enjoyment,
and we have a lot of
fun doing it.”
Following Vintage on the gazebo
stage will be Grubspoon, “an indie
(independent) rock
band from Washington, D.C. that is
about to turn the

world on its ear.” Founded in the fall
of 2002 by Andy Swick (vocals, guitar)
who grew up in Poolesville and Ma
Raschka (vocals, guitar), the band was
complete with the additions of Dave
“Turbo” Gertz on bass guitar and Jeﬀ
Stitely on drums.
With the release of their first fulllength CD this past June, Grubspoon
has found success and airplay among
many local radio stations including
D.C.’s only rock station (my favorite
and yours) DC 101. They recently had
a successful concert at the legendary
club CBGB in New York and are looking forward to more national recognition in the near
future. Expect
to hear mostly
original music
and perhaps one
Beatles cover. If
you are wowed
by the performance Saturday
a ernoon, they
will be playing
again that same
night at Fletcher’s
in Baltimore.
Other events can
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be found on their website at www.
grubspoon.com. The band is pleased
to be a returning act for Poolesville
Day.
At 12:00 p.m., Wingin’ It will
begin the alternating sets in the driveway of Total Automotive and Diesel.
Lead guitarist Kevin Staten came up
with the idea for the band as a way
of doing something special for PAA
Opening Day in the spring of 2003.
Through word of mouth, various musicians came together to form Wingin’
—Continued on Page 8.

Doug Bell

Grubspoon

The Poolesville Band Project. Ron Miller, Brian Snyder (front), Paul Hooper, Gina Beck, Pat
Gregg, and Holli Hopkins.

ROX24
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Music Continued From
Page 7—
It, and they’ve been performing a
blend of classic rock and modern
rock ever since.
The seven members include:
Marie Ballerini-Campbell on lead
vocals and percussion, Lisa Thuro
on backing vocals and percussion,
Denita Weber on keyboards, Kevin
“Santana” Staten plays lead guitar,
Randy Balrymple plays drums, and
Rick Blanc is the band’s new bassist.
All the members live in Poolesville,
they’re all parents, and they all
have children of similar ages, so
when they get together once a week
to practice, the kids all play together. Marie commented that from the
very beginning everyone got along
together well and had complementing personalities. The band
has played at various parties, the
Poolesville Lodge, and other local
gigs. Wingin’ It is also a Poolesville
Day returning act—back by popular demand.
When Wingin’ It is not on
stage, look for the Poolesville Band
Project to be performing. The
Poolesville Band Project was created “purely, solely for Poolesville
Day,” says founder Paul Hooper.
“We’ll play two sets, then we’ll
retire.” Last June, Paul put a notice
on the bulletin board in Selby’s
soliciting Poolesville residents to
come join the band, and this is who
showed up: Holli Hopkins on vocals, Gina Beck on vocals, Chip Dietz as the bass player, Brian Snyder
on guitar, Pat Gregg on guitar, Ron
Miller on drums, and, of course,
Paul on guitar. Most of the members had never met before, and
some had never performed with a
band. The Poolesville Band Project
plays a li le bit of everything: old
soul, country, Jimi Hendrix. Paul
calls their sound a “bluesy-rockcountry-jazzy thing.”
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The name of the act opening
on the third stage may ring a bell.
Doug Bell is proud to say this is the
tenth Poolesville Day at which he’ll
be performing. If you’ve missed the
previous nine shows, perhaps you
caught him at one of his two Sunday
night concerts at Whalen Commons.
Doug Bell developed his musical act,
playing guitar and singing, as a way
to pay for college, he then kept it up
as a hobby.
Doug describes his repertoire as
“tourist music.” Imagine you’re on
vacation and you go to the local tiki
bar, the live entertainment would be
someone like Doug playing guitar and
singing. He performs covers of singers
and groups like Jimmy Buﬀet, James
Taylor, Bruce Springsteen, and the
Beatles. Doug enjoys his entertaining,
but, while he claims to not be a serious
artist, he takes being entertaining very
seriously. “I play for charitable events,
community events, and opportunities
to help raise money for a good cause,”
says Doug. Then he revealed the real
reason for performing, “I just do it because I enjoy it.” So does the audience.
Between Doug Bell’s two sets,
ROX24 will rock the crowds. Formed
in 2004 just for Poolesville Day 2004,
ROX24 features the talents of those
groovy Guise sisters, Megan, 14, on
vocals, guitar, and keyboards, and
April, 12, on bass guitar and vocals.
They are accompanied by their father
Dale Guise on guitar and friend of the
family (and soccer coach) Pat Hanscom on drums.
Since that fateful Poolesville Day
one year ago, ROX24 has continued to
expand its repertoire as well as adding
original music. This past summer,
ROX24 played at Whalen Commons
and the Montgomery County Fair.
This year, keep your ears peeled for
two original pieces composed by the
band. They will also have a promotional CD for sale at a nominal price,
as well as T-shirts.
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Drop it off at Corporate Network Services!
Parental control solutions
Virus removal
Adware/Spyware removal
Software/Hardware
We offer affordable rates and services provided by
Microsoft certified staff. 2-5 day turnaround time.
11 years in business!
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PASTural view looking north from what is today Whalen Commons
toward what is now TAMA.
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The
Pulse

Bone Marrow Donation
Drive for Poolesville’s
Scott Kalski
By Rande Davis

Memorial United Methodist
Church is sponsoring an important
bone marrow drive in honor of one
of their congregants, Mr. Sco Kalski.
Mr. Kalski was treated for leukemia
five years ago and the treatments
brought the illness into remission. Unfortunately, the leukemia reoccurred
recently, and he has just begun a new
round of chemotherapy.
Bone marrow transplantation
may become necessary in assisting
Mr. Kalski in his quest to rid himself
of leukemia. This is where the church
has stepped forward to help him, and
it is also where residents can be of
great help.
On Sunday, September 11, the
National Institutes of Health will be
providing a “bone marrow donation
drive” at the church’s fellowship hall
from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. The initial
stages of this donation process are
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very simple since the primary objective is to identify persons with matching stem cells. In reaching out to help
a fellow neighbor, donors will also be
helping assist persons in similar situations worldwide.
On Sunday, prospective donors
will only be expected to provide a few
drops of blood through a small finger
prick. This sample and its information
will then go to a worldwide computer
program that will help isolate prospective donors for Sco and others
similarly aﬀected.
While the processing of each
sample has a cost of $65.00 per
sample, NIH has supportive finances
that can bring the cost down to $25.00.
To make sure that no one chooses
not to participate due to financial
constraints, Memorial Methodist
will guarantee the payment of $25.00
per donor on Sunday. However, for
those who are in a position to make a
donation, the $25.00 or more will help
make this eﬀort successful. For those
persons unable to provide a sample, a
donation to the church specifically for
this program will be extremely appreciated. Since their goal is two hundred
donations, the ultimate financial need
could be substantial on the part of the
congregation. While the drive is being

held in honor of Mr. Kalski, individuals participating have the potential of
helping others on a global basis.
Mr. Kalski is married and has a
son and has resided in Poolesville
for the past fi een years. He travels
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to John Hopkins University Hospital
to undergo chemo treatments. Your
prayers and participation, either as
a sample donor or a financial donor,
would be most welcome.

This is the Spurrier General Merchandise located near Healthworks. Mr. Spurrier is
to the right rear. Can anyone help us identify the others?
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community’s service organizations.
Recently, the PACC helped initiate a new community service group
called the Community & Economic
Development Commi ee. Under the
auspices of the Poolesville town government, this volunteer-based organization will consist of three members
of the business community, three town
residents, and three members of the
town government. This is a citizen/
government eﬀort to foster common
goals within the community.
The organization is managed by a
twelve-person board of directors and
by one full-time staﬀ member, Maggie
Nightingale, executive secretary. The
current oﬃcers are Tom Ke ler, president (Ke ler Forlines Homes); Dawn
Albert, vice president (Discovery
Toys); and Jacob Perkins, secretary (attorney). These people are commi ed
to the promotion and advancement of
the general welfare and prosperity of
the Poolesville area, its citizens, and
its business community.
These invaluable services help
keep our area a wonderful place to
live. Whether you are a local business
owner or a resident, you can be sure
that the Poolesville Area Chamber of
Commerce has your best interests in
mind.

WHAT IS YOUR CHILD
LEARNING THIS SUMMER?
CALL FOR DETAILS ABOUT OUR
SUMMER CAMP.
19616-K Fisher Avenue
Poolesville

301-349-4001

CONFIDENCE - COORDINATION

CONCENTRATION - STRENGTH

DISCIPLINE - ACHIEVEMENT
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In the Garden
The Poolesville Landscape
By Maureen O’Connell
You don’t have to leave Monocacy
country to see examples of good residential landscape design. As this issue
of the Monocle highlights stories and
photos of Poolesville Day, I thought
it would be interesting to go on a
driving tour of Poolesville’s neighborhoods to observe the landscaping of
the houses. The area covers about
six to eight developments of varying
ages, from the early ones of Wesmond
and Westerly, to the new ones around
the elementary school, the Catholic
Church, and oﬀ Jerusalem Church
Road. The se ings of several of the
developments were particularly attractive, as they are surrounded by
woodlands and rolling farmland. I
have never driven down many of
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these new streets that have sprung
up over the past few years. Overall, I
was impressed with the many beautiful and well-maintained yards in the
developments.
What makes good landscape design? What goes into turning a barren
lot into a garden? It is all carried out
largely in terms of planting. A plant
should be chosen because it has a definite place in the design, rather than
because we like its flowers or foliage.
Many factors aﬀect the selection of
landscape plan: house style and architecture, topography, practical needs,
and the amount of time and money
available. One can divide garden
design into three areas of a house plot:
the ideal around-the-house planting
provides shade and “ties the house
to the grounds without obscuring
walls and windows; trees, plants and
shrubs on the lot’s perimeter provide
the framing of your picture;” annuals, perennials, and bulbs add beauty.

They all work together to create a
garden. Many homeowners cannot
have all the landscaping done at one
time. O en, it is extended over several
years: a tree or two added one season, a group of shrubs the next, and
a perennial border later. Many of the
new houses in Poolesville have fairly
complete gardens in place. For those
who are not that far along, it pays in
the long run to start oﬀ with a design
plan, no ma er how rough. Mistakes
can be avoided and you can save time
and money later. Trees should be
considered first, as they are the largest
and usually most costly items on the
grounds. They also require the most
time to grow to the desired size. Keep
in mind the height and spread of trees
at full maturity. I saw many beautiful
trees in Poolesville neighborhoods
that have been planted too close to the
house. In a few years, they will have
to be severely pruned, or cut down.
Don’t make the common mistake of
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planting a particular tree for its quick
growth. Some maples are planted for
that reason, but they are notorious for
near-surface roots that make it almost
impossible to grow grass, or anything
else, underneath them. I have a very
large Red Maple in my backyard, near
a flagstone patio. It provides welcome
shade on a hot summer day, but for
twenty years I have ba led with it. I
have added topsoil to the surrounding
area at the base of the trunk, seeded
it with the best for-shade grass seed,
watered and fertilized it, and kept Mat
and Sam oﬀ of it with snow fencing.
Every year thin, li le blades of grass
emerge, and within weeks they die.
The area turns into a mud hole when
it rains. I give up. Ground cover might
be my last resort.
Except for some older houses
around the center of Poolesville, most
of the town’s houses have been laid
out in developments that were built
in the last twenty-five years. When
you buy an older house, you also buy
someone else’s landscape plans. That
can be good and bad. You don’t have
to deal with a barren lot and the mud,
while waiting for the grass to grow.
However, unless the previous owner
was a dedicated and talented gardener, you have to undo past mistakes
and reclaim a garden that has now
become a jungle. A new house on a
bare lot might look ugly at first, but its
landscape design will be all yours.
—Continued on Page 21.

Sales/Account Rep Needed
Poolesville Lawn Maint/Landscaping
Firm needs sales person.
Good people skills. No cold calls,
flexible hours, p/t, good commissions.
Retiree preferred, no experience needed.
Will train.
301-972-7191
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Gardens of Poolesville Continued From Page 19—
House lots in Poolesville vary
in size, but on most of them you are
not too far from your neighbor’s
yard. Maybe it is my “secret garden”
mentality, but my back yard must be
private and cozy. On my driving tour,
I saw many yards that were wideopen spaces. You can create an intimate outdoor room by surrounding
the garden area with an enclosure, be
it shrubs, hedge-rows, or fencing. Unless you live near the “beauty spot,”
stockade fencing is not an a ractive
choice. Most of the developments I
saw were enclosed with a ractive
three-board white fencing that cried
out for climbing roses. New Dawn, or
Zephirine Drounin, would do nicely,
and they are very disease-resistant
and oﬀer season-long bloom. The
so ening touch of shrubs and flowers, placed in the right situation, will
help the house blend with the land. I
hate to see “wings and things McMansions” perched lonely and cold on a
piece of land that doesn’t fit the house;
it is not tied to the earth. Keep in mind
the topography of your lot when you
choose your house style.
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The architecture of a house is
very important in landscape design.
There are two-story colonials, Cape
Cods, ramblers, farmhouses, modern
houses, and many with a mélange of
architectural styles. Each one needs
a diﬀerent landscape plan, especially
with foundation plantings. Many of
Poolesville’s houses are two-story
brick and siding Colonials. A typical
plan would have tall, upright growing plants or shrubs at the corners,
and low growing, rounded shrubs
in between. I noticed some a ractive
houses that needed more structure
with foundation plantings. Unless
your house is an architectural jewel
which should not be hidden, shrubs
or vines or both as a background with
flowers planted in front of them give a
be er look than flowers, which alone
are apt to look too small and inadequate near a house foundation. Small
Cape Cods and Ramblers call for low
simple foundation plantings, in keeping with their architectural lines.
What is more important, the artistic or the practical in designing a plan
for a suburban house? Neither. One
supplements the other. The layout
and plant selection should be artistic,
but it also should be practical. If you

have four active young children and
two large, full-of-energy dogs, a miniVersailles look is not your best choice.
There must be space for sand boxes,
swing sets, basketball, and baseball
games, deep holes beneath shrubs
for the dogs to nap in during the heat
of summer, vegetable gardens, and a
sheltered, shady spot where Mom and
Dad can relax. Don’t frustrate yourself
with the formal garden beds that will
be trampled on by the kids and dogs
in no time. Frame the perimeter of
your yard with a ractive and hardy
evergreens, deciduous trees, and
shrubs that will shade your garden
and give it definition. Fill in spots
around this area with colorful annuals
and perennials.
In my travels through town, I noticed that the shrub Crape Myrtle was
a popular choice for many yards. It is
very suitable for our climate, has no
special requirements, and will thrive
in any ordinary garden soil. Now is
a good time to fertilize it with ro ed
manure and similar fertilizer (avoid
nitrogenous ones). Try an application
of super phosphate to the soil over the
roots. Immediately a er flowering,
which is about now, prune by cu ing
back the shoots to encourage new
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growth and future flowering.
Rybeckia, Maryland’s state flower
“the Black-Eyed Susan”, was also a
favorite in many gardens. It blooms
well into the fall, when many others have stopped flowering. I also
spo ed Bu erfly Bush (Buddleia),
Dogwoods, Azaleas, Hydrangeas,
Rose-of-Sharon, and Spirea. They all
seemed to grow in our area. There is
one house in town that each spring
has a breath-taking display of bright,
yellow Forsythia growing along
white board fencing. It is not planted
near the house, so it is able to grown
naturally in all directions. This shrub
can become somewhat of a thug if
planted too near a house. You have to
constantly prune it to keep it within
bounds. Don’t be afraid to cut it back;
it will bounce back the following year.
As I finished my Poolesville yard
tour, I came away with many good
ideas. The residents of Poolesville
should be proud of the many a ractive and well-maintained garden areas
they have created. Enjoy Poolesville
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Poolesville Day 2004

FLOORS BY DODD

Hardwood Flooring Specialist
• Installation
• Sanding, Refinishing, Repair
• Staining and Color Matching
• Carpet Removal & Disposal
• Family Owned & Operated Over 50 yrs.
Metro
301-424-8681
Fax
301-916-3374

Poolesville Barber & Stylist
At Rte. 107 and Rte. 109
Mon. 5pm-8pm
Tues. through Fri. 9am- 8pm
Sat. 9am - 3pm
Sun. Closed

301-407-2544

Li-
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September 10, 2005 Poolesville Day

Big Board
UMUC Seeks Bone Marrow
Donors
The Memorial United Methodist Church is hosting a bone marrow
drive at their location on Elgin Road,
Poolesville in honor of one of their
congregants, Steve Kalski. Participants will simply have a finger prick
for a blood sample so that their information can be put in a worldwide
data bank to find suitable donors in
need of bone marrow transplants. The
drive will be put on by a staﬀ from
NIH and will be at their fellowship
hall from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on
Sunday, September 11.
Hope Walk for Brain Tumor
Research
The Mid-Atlantic Brain Tumor
Foundation founded by families and
friends of loved ones aﬀected by
brain tumors is hosting a Hope Walk
to benefit the foundation. The fund-

The Monocacy Monocle
raiser will be on September 17 from
8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at the Black Hills
Regional Park in Boyds.
The money raised by this event
benefits Johns Hopkins Neurosurgery
Brain Tumor Research in Baltimore.
Entry fees for the walk are $20.00 for
adults and $15.00 for youths ages six
to seventeen. Registration includes
lunch, T-shirt, beverages, and prizes
for the top fundraisers. 301-829-9236
or www.mabtf.org for information.
Dulcimer Concert Fundraiser
Switches to Help Katrina Victims
The Oddfellows Lodge #97 is
presenting a hammered dulcimer
concert on September 17 at St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church in Poolesville to
help fellow Americans displaced by
Hurricane Katrina. Mr. Sam Rose a, a
noted builder, player, and teacher of
the hammered dulcimer will present
this special concert starting at 7:30
p.m. There is no cover, but donations
from concertgoers will be requested to
benefit hurricane victims.
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Sports
They’re Back!

Field Hockey
Cross Country

JCV Cheerleaders
Volleyball

Football
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Check our Web Site
for Special
Events

Memories Made Here.
Maryland’s Destination for
Progressive American Cuisine
and Elegant Wines

“At Comus Inn, Exquisite Cuisine
Now Matches the View”
The Washington Post

Fine Wines, Fabulous Food, Fantastic View
for two or 200
NOW LISTED ON THE NATIONAL REGISTER
OF HISTORIC PLACES

“Sunday brunch...here trumps all competition...”
Gayot Restaurant Reviews

“...elegant menus and a killer wine list....”
AOL City Guide, Washington, DC

Please Call for Reservations
Closed Monday and Tuesday
Local: 301.349.5100

Toll free: 1.866.349.5101

www.TheComusInn.com
Old Hundred Road (Rt. 109) at Comus Road
3 miles west of I-270 Exit 22

